The term “Restricted Jurisdiction” means and includes: (i) the United States of America; (ii) the People’s Republic of China; (iii) South Korea; (iv) North Korea; (v) Libya; (vi) Syria; (vii) Lebanon; (viii) Iran; (ix) Pakistan; (x) Canada; (xi) Bangladesh; (xii) Bolivia; (xiii) Ecuador, (xiv) Kyrgyzstan; (xv) Morocco, (xvi) Nepal (xvii) Israel or (xviii) any other jurisdiction which prohibits or requires any supervision oversight licensing regulatory compliance legal compliance and/or prior approval from any regulatory (or similar) authority or body or form any monetary or securities body or authority for: (a) the possession, dissemination or communication of the Available Information; and/or (b) the participation in the purchase of CLN and/or the offer for sale of the CLN or any similar activity or product.

The term “Restricted Persons” refers to any firm, company, partnership, trust, corporation, entity, government, state or agency of a state or any other incorporated or unincorporated body or association, association or partnership (whether or not having separate legal personality) that is established and/or lawfully existing under the laws of a Restricted Jurisdiction (including in the case of United States of America, under the federal laws of the United States of America or under the laws of any of its States).